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Introduction

Let Cn be the complex Euclidean space with complex coordinates z=

(zly •••, zn) and K a compact subset of Cn. For any complex valued C°°-func-

tions/j, ~yfs defined on an open subset U of Cn containing K> we shall consider

the uniform algebra A consisting of uniform limits of polynomials of zly •••, zny

fly ~-,fsonK.
Hϋrmander-Wermer [1] proved that, if s=n and if each/y is 'close' to Zj

in some sense, then A coincides with C(K)y the algebra of all complex valued

continuous functions on K. In this paper, we shall deal with the case where

0<s<n and each/y is holomorphic in zs+19 •••, zn near.ϋΓ. In Section 3, an ap-

proximation theorem on the graph of f19 •••,/* will be proved. In Section 4, we

shall give a sufficient condition on fj and K assuring that every function holomor-

phic in ^ + 1 , ~,zn near K belongs to A.

1. The graph of f19 —,f,

Let fly"'yfs be C°°-functions defined on an open subset U of C*. The

graph of/, —,/,

M = {(z» . " , zn>Mz)y -yfs(z))tΞC»+s; z = (zly .-, zn)^ U}

is a real 2#-dimensional submanifold of Cn+S. If g is a C°°-function on M, then

the function g0 defined by

(1.1) go(ziy ..-, zH)=g(z19 •••, ̂ / i ^ , •••, zn)y -,fs(zly — , » „ ) )

is a C°°-function on ί7.

We denote by Hr(U)y r=n—sy the class of functions of C°°(U) which are

holomorphic in zs+19 ~ ,zn.

We shall now consider the following assumptions onfly •• ,/ s :

(1.2) / „ - , / , belong to Hr(U), and


